
Leaving On A High
To consider the 
challenges and 
opportunities of 
moving into a new 
phase of school life. 

Two large books: one 
already written, one blank.

Entrance
You may wish to have the song playing as the children enter to familiarise 
them with the tune and to give them an idea about the assembly to follow.

Introduction
Hold up the book.  Ask how a big book is likely to be divided up? Chapters, 
pages, paragraphs, sentences. Tell pupils that a book is like your life. Your life is 
made up of chapters. What are the chapters in your life so far? Being a baby 
and being completely dependent on your mum, dad and other adults. Learning 
to talk, walk, dress, eat by yourself, maybe going to nursery school. And then 
Primary School, with all its challenges and opportunities. 

Tell pupils that some of them are coming to the end of a chapter in their life. Some 
of them may have been here a short time and some of them may have been here 
for many years. But whichever it is, primary school life is a very big chapter, it is 
more than half of their life and lots will have happened during that time.

Main Event
Ask who is looking forward to their new chapter? Why are they looking 
forward to it? Meeting new people, making new friends, learning new things, 
having more opportunities, having more freedom now they are older, a new 
adventure.

Ask if there is anyone who is not looking forward to the new chapter? 
Consider why this might be: maybe it will be because they will miss the 
friends who aren’t going to the same school, or maybe they aren’t looking 
forward to being the youngest children in the school again. Talk about any 
worries or fears they might have and ask other children to try to help by 
making suggestions.

Suggest that lots of children will be feeling just the same, they are not the only 
ones, and that it’s quite normal to feel apprehensive about starting at a new 
big school. Encourage pupils to discuss any anxieties they might have, with  
parents, friends, teachers and mentors. Don’t keep things bottled up!

Hold up the blank book. Tell the children that they get to write the next 
chapter of their lives. They get to choose the storyline and the main chapter of their lives. They get to choose the storyline and the main chapter of their lives. They get to choose the storyline and the main 
characters. Whilst others will sometimes influence what happens, for the characters. Whilst others will sometimes influence what happens, for the characters. Whilst others will sometimes influence what happens, for the 
most part, it’s up to them.most part, it’s up to them.most part, it’s up to them.

Singing The SongSinging The SongSinging The Song
Introduce and sing the song, telling the children that it is an opportunity for Introduce and sing the song, telling the children that it is an opportunity for Introduce and sing the song, telling the children that it is an opportunity for 
them to say goodbye,  remembering the great times that they have had and them to say goodbye,  remembering the great times that they have had and them to say goodbye,  remembering the great times that they have had and 
the experiences that they have shared. the experiences that they have shared. the experiences that they have shared. 

ReflectionReflectionReflection
Let us remember the many great things we have done in our lives so far, the Let us remember the many great things we have done in our lives so far, the Let us remember the many great things we have done in our lives so far, the 
challenges we have faced and the opportunities we have taken. Help us to challenges we have faced and the opportunities we have taken. Help us to challenges we have faced and the opportunities we have taken. Help us to 
see each new challenge as an opportunity, and to be thoughtful, kind and see each new challenge as an opportunity, and to be thoughtful, kind and see each new challenge as an opportunity, and to be thoughtful, kind and 
generous in our approach towards others as we commence our next chapter.  generous in our approach towards others as we commence our next chapter.  generous in our approach towards others as we commence our next chapter.  
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RESOURCES

VERSE ONEVERSE ONE
Whatever the story you’re reading,

A chapter will come to a close. 
Whatever the movie you’re watching,

You know that the credits will roll. 
Whatever the length of the journey,

The ending will always appear. 
But with all that you know,
And all that you’ve grown,

It’s clear that you’ve got nothing to fear. 

CHORUS
So goodbye, goodbye, thanks for the mem’ries. So goodbye, goodbye, thanks for the mem’ries. 

Goodbye, goodbye, thanks for the fun. 
Goodbye, goodbye, it’s time to fly. 
Goodbye. We’re leaving on a high.

VERSE TWO
Remember all those who inspired you,
Or picked you back up when you fell. 
Remember the sound of the laughter, 

The welcoming ring of the bell. 
Remember the brill’ant adventures,
With all of the friends that you met,With all of the friends that you met,

Cos with all of the fun,
And all that you’ve done,

You’re never ever gonna forget.

CHORUS
So goodbye, goodbye, thanks for the mem’ries. So goodbye, goodbye, thanks for the mem’ries. 

Goodbye, goodbye, thanks for the fun. Goodbye, goodbye, thanks for the fun. 
Goodbye, goodbye, it’s time to fly. Goodbye, goodbye, it’s time to fly. Goodbye, goodbye, it’s time to fly. 
Goodbye. We’re leaving on a high.Goodbye. We’re leaving on a high.Goodbye. We’re leaving on a high.

We’re leaving on a high.
We’re leaving on a high.We’re leaving on a high.
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Leaving On A High
Sheet Music - p64  •  CD Vocal Track - 9  •  CD Backing Track - 26


